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IBM Flexible
Analytics Platform
for Health Plans

Highlights
The Flexible Analytics Platform is
designed to help:
–– Build on existing investments:
–– Analytics integrate with your
data warehouse and business
intelligence tools, helping to reduce
implementation time, cost and
related risk
–– Accelerate time to insight:
–– Tight integration with the data
warehouse facilitates end-to-end
integration of analytics into user
workflows
–– Offer flexibility and scalability:
–– Modularity allows you to expand
analytic capabilities in alignment with
business priorities and technology
initiatives
–– Decrease complexity:
–– Help reduce the time required to
maintain and reconcile disparate
analytics licensed from multiple
vendors
–– Optimize resources:
–– Helps decrease the need to
deploy internal resources to build
homegrown analytics
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The IBM® Flexible Analytics
Platform for Health Plans is
designed to help health plans:
–– Address critical information needs
––Take data from insights to action
–– Maximize the value of existing technology
investments
As the healthcare industry faces increasing
pressure to reduce total costs while improving
the quality of care delivered, health plan strategic
and operational leaders can benefit from rapid
access to reliable information. You’ve probably
invested in your enterprise data warehouse, but
as information needs and data sources expand,
how can you best utilize this asset to quickly and
accurately analyze your data to make informed
decisions?
The Flexible Analytics Platform from IBM®
Watson Health™ can provide an integrated,
analytic foundation between your data
warehouse and front-end business intelligence
systems.

The objective? To help health plans address
critical information needs and generate actiondriving insights by supporting reduced complexity
and faster access to data for analysis.

Adaptable and modular
Whether you’re building a new data warehouse or
enhancing your current capabilities, the Flexible
Analytics Platform is designed to help meet you
where you are by assisting with integration of your
existing warehouse and business intelligence tools
via a Software as a Service (SaaS) or on-premise
model. Plus, the built-in modularity helps you
select the analytics you need today and expand as
your needs change in the future.

Integrated intelligence
If you’re relying on analytic methods pieced
together from different vendors, you likely spend
valuable time working through discrepancies
and trying to put the algorithms in context. By
connecting analytic methods that might otherwise
be independent, the Flexible Analytics Platform
helps deliver consistent, reliable insights with
drill-downs to the underlying data.

Health plan packages
Analytic methods, clinical measures and reference
data can be pre-packaged to address your
business needs.

IBM® Flexible Analytics Financial Analysis for
Health Plans
Helps you evaluate current and future risk,
benchmark performance and understand
underlying drivers that can impact profitability

IBM® Flexible Analytics Care Management for
Health Plans
Helps you stratify members, identify opportunities
and evaluate the impact of your interventions

IBM® Flexible Analytics Provider Performance
Insights for Health Plans
Helps you to accurately and fairly compare the
performance of network providers and drive
behavioral change

IBM® Flexible Analytics Employer Group and
Executive Reporting for Health Plans
Helps you demonstrate the value of your services
and respond to the reporting needs of employers

Subject matter specialists
Combined with more than 40 years of analytics
experience in the healthcare market, and a staff
with deep clinical and analytic experience, IBM®
Flexible Analytics can connect the time-tested
methodologies from Truven Health, acquired by
IBM in 2016 and now part of the Watson Health
business, with your existing database to help you
deliver swift and action-driving insights to your
business users. Our analytics and technology
specialists can help you design a solution to
address your business needs utilizing your existing
investments or future information strategy.
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About IBM Watson Health
Each day, professionals throughout the health
ecosystem make powerful progress toward a
healthier future. At IBM Watson Health, we help
them remove obstacles, optimize efforts and reveal
new insights to support the people they serve.
Working across the landscape, from payers and
providers to governments and life sciences, we bring
together deep health expertise; proven innovation;
and the power of artificial intelligence to enable
our customers to uncover, connect and act — as
they work to solve health challenges for people
everywhere.
For more information on IBM Watson Health, visit:
ibm.com/watsonhealth
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The client is responsible for ensuring
compliance with all applicable laws and
regulations applicable to it.
IBM does not provide legal advice or
represent or warrant that its services or
products will ensure that the client is in
compliance with any law or regulation.
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Statement of Good Security Practices:
IT system security involves protecting
systems and information through
prevention, detection and response to
improper access from within and outside
your enterprise. Improper access can
result in information being altered,
destroyed, misappropriated or misused
or can result in damage to or misuse of
your systems, including for use in attacks
on others. No IT system or product
should be considered completely
secure and no single product, service
or security measure can be completely
effective in preventing improper use
or access. IBM systems, products and
services are designed to be part of a
lawful, comprehensive security approach,
which will necessarily involve additional
operational procedures, and may require
other systems, products or services to
be most effective. IBM does not warrant
that any systems, product or services
are immune from, or will make your
enterprise immune from, the malicious or
illegal conduct of any party.
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